Our team look forward to working closely with you to design the dream cake that will
be a memorable part of your celebration.
The wedding cake should be a reflection of the happy couple. It can be completely
personalised - simple and elegant, elaborate and grand or fun and whimsical. The
only rule is that it makes YOU, the bride and groom happy!
HOW TO START:
Contact us by phone or email to set up a meeting time. Ideally this will be 6-8 months
prior to the wedding. We can sometimes accommodate shorter time frames - please
contact us if this is the case.
A one hour complimentary wedding consultation is included in your wedding cake
package. Consultations are by appointment only and are generally held during
business hours Monday to Wednesday. Some after-hours appointments are also
available.
If you are not yet ready to have a formal meeting, you are welcome to come and look
at albums in the shop or view some of our previous wedding cakes HERE
WHAT TO BRING:
Bring along to the consultation anything that inspires you, including: pictures of
wedding dress, invitation, venue, style of event, colours, flowers etc. If you have
seen any pictures of cakes that inspire you, bring them and we can choose similar
elements for your custom design.
WHO SHOULD COME?
Anyone who will be part of the decision making process. This could be bride, groom
and Mother or best friend. It is however important to note that sometimes it can be
challenging to come to a consensus with too many opinions!
WHAT NEXT?
Following your meeting with our cake designer, we will email you a detailed quotation
for the designs discussed. Once you have chosen your design and the quote has
been accepted, we request a 30% deposit to lock in your order and invite you to
collect a taster selection (as previously discussed in our meeting) to take home and
consider at your leisure.

CHANGES TO YOUR DESIGN:
Any changes to your design, after acceptance of the quotation and payment of the
deposit, may incur extra charges.
BALANCE OF PAYMENT:
Balance of payment is due 14 days before your event.
PRICING:
Prices of wedding cakes vary significantly depending on size, quantity and intricacy
of decoration.
Below is a general guide for cakes with VERY simple decoration:
* 2 tiered (6" and 10") cake
serves 52 dessert sized slices or 104 coffee slices
basic cake STARTS at $333
* 3 tiered (8", 10" and 12") cake
serves 120 dessert sized slices or 240 coffee slices
basic cake STARTS at $585
* 4 tiered (8", 10", 12" and 14") cake
serves 196 dessert sized slices or 392 coffee slices
basic cake STARTS at $835
CAKE TOPPERS, FIGURINES, FLOWERS:
We can create custom cake toppers in many different styles. They are created with
a great attention to detail specifically for your cake. We do not sell these separately.

